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ThoughtCo uses cookies to give you a great user experience. By using ThoughtCo, you receive our cookie usage. You don't have to be a fan of sports to enjoy these 34 very entertaining stories. You don't have to be a fan of sports to enjoy these 34 very entertaining stories. Lardner's ring, James Thurber, Garrison Keillor, and even the great P. G. Wodehouse all have swings in
the future of our country. From the book: Across the country anything but the approaching series was discussed. Wherever civilization rules, and in Jersey City, one question is on every lip: Who will win? Octogenarians silent. The baby freed him. - P. G. Wodehouse Originally Published: April 05, 2012Originally Published in Reader's Digest There, widely speaking, two types of
short stories: quiet, deep, short life-sliced stories that epicy a bitter and silenced long taste and a short story that becomes weird. There is just something about short form fiction that urges writers to remove proverbial rule books from proverbial windows and start experimenting wildly. Most of these stories can be read in just a few minutes, but side effects (dizziness, confusion,
laughter, a sense of excitement over the potential of wide and untested literary fiction) can last a lifetime. So check out the short story of this experiment that you can read now, and make your lunch rest just a little weird. But first: what, exactly, makes an experimental piece of writing? Technically, any distorted fiction of any kind of norm can be considered an experiment. Think of
writing a stream of consciousness rather than traditional prose, or using a second person, or changing a mid-sentence narrator, or typing in comic sans. But when you get down to it, experimental fiction is more than I know when I see it the situation. These stories may vary in their experimental levels, but each of them pushes the literary envelope in one way or another:'Five Short
Stories' by Lydia DavisLydia Davis is the queen of short story reign. You can easily read her five pieces in one sitting, from micro-love stories to mini-mysteries about missing salamis. Some of his stories are overall linear stories told in a single paragraph, while others take less conventional structures, such as NOTES DURING LONG-PHONE CONVERSATIONS WITH
MOTHERS, a delightful story that mostly consists of an anagram of cotton words. Read now.'Ogres from East Africa' by Sofia SamatarAs title suggests, the Ogres of East Africa is a field guide to the various ogres inhabiting East Africa. But of course, which lies between long, ogres eating humans, is the story of alibhai catalog Moosajee as she tries to carry out her assignment
while navigates her own cultural identity and her relationship to her informant, a woman who only goes by the name mary. Read now.'The Semplica-Girl Diaries' by George SaundersGeorge Saunders is one of those the biggest name in experimental fiction at the moment, and for good reason. His stories run the gamut from very strange to menacingly strange, both in content and
in shape. In The Semplica-Girl Diaries, for example, families struggle to keep up with their fancy communities by way of some really disturbing grass jewelry. Read now.'Girls' by Jamaica KincaidGadis by Jamaica Kincaid has become one of the most famous experimental short stories of all time. In one lengthy, winding up sentence, Kincaid sparked an entire age of girls in the
West Indies. Half poetry and half-biography, Girls are the same part beautiful and gut-wrenching, a very specific story that will resonate with girls everywhere. Read now.'Orientation' by Daniel OrozcoOrientasi is, well ... Orientation. You start a new office job, and you're being oriented. Of course, as you learn about your office phone and the filing system, you also learn about all
the other employees who inhabit this inevitable office space: people who have experienced recent tragedies, people who are obsessed with penguins, and those who are secret serial killers. Read now.'Happy Endings' by Margaret AtwoodHappy Endings is a story in the form of multi-choice questions. In each scenario, John and Mary meet and find some kind of romantic
relationship. At the end of each scenario, John and Mary die. It's what's happening between that really changes their lives (and if you know Margaret Atwood, you know that the ending is completely uncotricated, happy not so much her thing). Read now.'How To Be a Writer Or, Do You Acquire this Cliche?' By Lorrie MooreIf you are considering a career as a professional author,
you'll want to read Lorrie Moore beautiful, blatant How To Be a Writer Or, Do You Get this Cliche? First. And then you'll want to take the first line of the story to heart, that is: First, try to be something, anything, the other. Read on now. Fable is, like the proposed title, a kind of fable. But, as it was written by Charles Yu, it was also a very intelligent work of meta-fiction. After all, what
do you do when you don't like the stories you have? How do you process your anger when it feels like a slave dragon and stabbing an orc would be a heck far easier than your real-life painful drought, real? Read now.'Zero Patient' by Tananarive DueIf you've ever read science fiction (or if you've been following the news), then you may have found some scary apocalyptic stories
before. Zero patient looks at the end of the world, via a notebook of a little boy growing up in hospital He doesn't seem to be sick). It is a wise, creepy, and all-time origin way to write the end of the world. Read now.'Flying Lessons' by Kelly LinkLearn Flying sari between instructions on how to get to hell (naturally), and the story of Jun, a woman who works in a hotel in Each section
is neatly numbered, so you won't lose its way between a perfume store and lots of birds and fishing trips to Bonehouse. In true Kelly Link fashion, this story is off-kilter, funny, and tings with great. Read now.'Interesting about E and A' by Helen OyeyemiMenarik about E and A begins with a narrator who loves/hates/hates her best friend, who only won some kind of award (although
she will promise that both of them will always lose). From there, however, our narrators began investigating the theoretical life of E and A, two letters found in the letter, coming up with stories of who they might be and how they might have lived and loved. Read on now. @margoandme When French mathematician and philosopher Blaise Pascal wrote, If I had more time, I would
have written a shorter letter about 500 years ago, as little as she knew that those words would still be used to describe the beauty of the factory's breeze. Writing is difficult, no matter the length, but it is true that shorter yet effective messages take certain skills. In the case of short stories, for example, the entire plot must be boiled down to multiple pages—creating emotions,
conflicts, and resolution within minutes of reading. That's probably why salaries pick a very stirring short story so high. Obviously, the author implements a plan that makes every word count, delivering a world that can appear as a layer as one developed over a series of long chapters. We collect seven classic short stories that have dominated this craft in the centuries since Pascal
wrote a short but sweet letter. From known historic writers such as Kate Chopin and Edgar Allan Poe to more recently great literature like Joyce Carol Oates, this classic short story proves that words can hold great weight when held to strict standards. Read on to get our recommendations, and see these skills for yourself. Kate Chopin Story Quotes Memories of the $3 Hour Shop:
She breathes a quick breath of prayer that life may be long. It was only yesterday he thought with a shudder that life might be long. While celebrated author Kate Chopin was just five years old, her father died in a train accident when a bridge collapsed between St. Louis and Jefferson City, Missouri. His mother inherited an inheritance worth $25,000—a sum of money in 1885.
Chopin redisclatured this event in The Story of a Hour, originally published in Vogue in 1894. But in re-narrative, Chopin frames the widow suddenly as feeling freed from the limitations of marriage and is excited for the possibility in that freedom. Yet there was a shocking ending that changed his plans. Joyce Carol Where Do You Go, Where Have You Been? $25 Quote Memories
Store: But all the boys fell backwards and dissolved into one face that didn't even face it but ideas, feelings, mixed with pounds of musical insistence and a sluggish night of July. First published in Epoch Epoch in 1966, and inspired by three Arizona murders that took place in the previous two years, Where Did You Go, Where Have You Ever? around Connie's secret activities are
fifteen years old. Unknown to his parents, Connie left his house at night to head to the Big Boy restaurant, where he was often approached by boys. One night, the stranger approached him in converts, and he was stike by him. And when he later appeared at his home, when he was alone, the interactions became more dangerous. Edgar Allan Poe The Tell-Tale Heart: And
Another Story $15 Remembered Shop Quote: It's impossible to say just how first the idea entered my brain; but once understood, it haunted me day and night. Perhaps among the most recognizable, classic fictional short stories that terrorized this by Edgar Allan Poe was first published in 1843 and can still make the audience shudder. This story is telling by an unnamed narrator,
who simultaneously confesses to killing while ensuring their readers of sanity. In narrator narrative, the victim—an elderly man with vulture eyes—was thoroughly dismantled and buried under the floorboard. The narrator thinks that they go with it, except that they cannot seem to ignore the sound of thumping that is not inclined, which may be a heart-typist. Frank R. Stockton The
Lady, or Tiger? $10 Store There is a good chance that you read this short story in English class because it is often taught as an example of allergic sterling. But here's the quick refresh of the tale, which was first published in 1882. Located inside the government, the center of the plot around a public hearing dreamed of by a king, in which he allowed the accused to choose
between two doors. One door hides a woman who chose the king, and if the door was chosen, then the accused was innocent and must marry her immediately. Another door complements a tiger, and if the door is opened, the accused is killed and deemed guilty. The twist in the story is that the king has incarcerated his daughter's lover, a man he described to be underneath, and
he knows which doors belong to women and tigers. And as it turned out, she describes the woman. Shirley Jackson Lottery $13 Quote Memories Store: Although villagers have forgotten the original rituals and lost black boxes, they remember to use the rocks. When this story was first published in 1948 in the New Yorker, it caused such an uproar from readers that they canceled
their subscription. So, in other words, it's so good, in fact, that it's often turned on as among the best in its genre. Located in a small village in New England, the story focuses on the eponymous lottery, where 300 residents Everything is excited about preparing for one June day, while also listening to rumors that other communities have pulled out. Children collect stones and adults
make paper slips that list all their neighbor's names. One family was eventually chosen, and then the following round helped decide which person was chosen in the family. Once 1st people are chosen, everyone gets rocks. F. Scott Fitzgerald Babylon Revises $35 Store Memories Quotes: Never phone if you can probably come alone. Never leave if you can stay. F. Scott
Fitzgerald published this story in The Saturday Evening Post in 1931, and it happened the rest of the previous year, following the 1929 stock market crash. The story of his five-parter began with the protagonist Charlie Wales at Ritz in Paris, recalling friends he used to drink with when he was more of a party-goer. He is in town to visit his sister-in-law, who looks after his daughter
following the death of his wife. She wanted to regain custody and move her daughter with her to Prague, but her sister-in-law did not believe that her party days were behind her. Dorothy Parker Complete Stories $15 Quote Memories Store: I won't phone him. I'll never press her phone again as long as I live. He would rot in hell before I would call him. As is the case with all the
writings of Dorothy Parker, there is an abilities for this story that makes it impossible not to enjoy. It centred around a woman wondering why a man has yet to call her, although she said she would. Is he busy? Should he make himself busy? Maybe he's got the wrong time? Maybe he should call it? As he considers all these dizzy thoughts, he digs God to give his peace of mind,
and perhaps some answers. It's funny, and highly relevant—although today's standards have replaced phone calls with text. Text.
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